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ABSTRACT

The increasing usage of e-commerce website has led to the emergence of Recommender System (RS) with the aim of personalizing the web content for each user. One of the successful techniques of RSs is Collaborative Filtering (CF) which makes recommendations for users based on what other like-minded users had preferred. However, as the world enter Big Data era, CF has faced some challenges such as: scalability, sparsity and cold start. Thus, new approaches that overcome the existing problems have been studied such as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). This chapter surveys the literature of RSs, reviews the current state of RSs with the main concerns surrounding them due to Big Data, investigates thoroughly SVD and provides an implementation to it using Apache Hadoop and Spark. This is intended to validate the applicability of, existing contributions to the field of, SVD-based RSs as well as validated the effectiveness of Hadoop and spark in developing large-scale systems. The results proved the scalability of SVD-based RS and its applicability to Big Data.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in technology, the wide spread of its usage and the connectivity of everything to the Internet have led the world to experience unusual rate of generating and storing data; resulting in what is being called Big Data phenomenon. As a consequence of this emerging fluid of data, normal tasks and activities become challenges. For instance, browsing the web and searching for interesting information or products
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is a routine and common task. However, the massive amount of data on the web is expanding the noise there making it harder and more time consuming to choose the interesting pieces of information from all this noise (Villa, 2012; Schelter & Owen, 2012).

Likewise, the currently available systems, technologies and tools show their limitation in processing and managing this massive amount of data. This leads to the invention of new technologies, such as Map Reduce of Google, Hadoop of Yahoo! And Spark from University of California, Berkeley. These technologies are just like the telescopes which allow us to comprehend the universe (Schönberger & Cukier, 2013). With this in mind, existing systems have been adapted to meet Big Data by using the newly invented tools and technologies. One of these systems is recommender system and it is the one under study in this chapter.

Recommender systems have been implemented long time ago by several Internet giants; like Amazon.com, Facebook and Google. These systems suggest new items that might be of interest to the user by analyzing user’s profiles, their activities on the websites as well as their purchase history; if applicable. However, Big Data increases the cognitive load on the user, posing more challenges on recommender systems as it should provide many recommendations of high quality by analyzing huge data of customers and products. In another word, high quality, scalability and performance become concerns. (Berkeley School: Lecture12 -Analyzing Big Data with Twitter: Recommender Systems, 2012; Chiky, et al, 2012; Thangavel, et al, 2013). This encourages more research work on recommendation algorithms and the use of new tools and frameworks like Appache Hadoop and Spark, i.e. Big Data tools, in the development of scalable systems as well as preventing the computational cost from going up while processing vast amount of data (Schelter & Owen, 2012; Zhao & Shang, 2010).

This chapter provides a comprehensive and self-contained description of this research area. Such a work will constitute a milestone for studies on Big Data; since it will provide review of key references which will be useful in the search for research topics dealing with Big Data. To achieve such goal, this chapter will review the literature on Big Data and recommendation engines. In addition, survey the promising approaches of recommender systems that are expected to perform well while handling Big Data; such as Singular Value Decomposition. Furthermore, assess the applicability and viability of Big Data technologies (i.e. Apache Hadoop and Spark) to the field of recommendation system as well as develop a scalable recommender system that can handle large volume of data.

BACKGROUND

Recommender System Overview

Recommender system’s (RS) main mission is to find the taste of a person and automatically suggests, new, relevant content for him/her. These suggestions aid to decision-making; for example: which item to buy, which music to listen to, or which news to read. This is achieved by finding patterns in people opinions, even though their opinions vary. These patterns are useful in predicting what a user might like or dislike. For illustration, people like something which is similar to what they liked before, or they like what others of similar taste and opinion seem to like (Owen et al., 2012; Ricci et al., 2011).

Most of recommender systems aim to provide a personalize websites by suggesting different items to different users. However, there are some recommendations which are non-personalized such as: Top